
It's the 14th June 2098, the twentieth National Celebration of Freedom. Even if it 
weren't a bank holiday I'd have taken the day off. My family understand why. They 
understand why even though it's a bank holiday, I won't be joining them down the park, or 
at the zoo, or wherever they go. The National Celebration of Freedom is a day when I try to 
stop the past from dying, if not in the public mind, but in my own.

The real past. Not what it's become.

I'm at the railway station waiting for a train to Amajima. There's a guy selling 
tabloid newspapers, and I buy one not for want of something to do but to see how they're 
celebrating the day. There's a familiar face on page fifteen. Another lurid kiss-and-tell from 
a woman I neither kissed nor really told any secrets to, and my name is thankfully kept out 
of it. She's doing her best to ruin my friends, though. She's been doing it for years, decades 
even. Every so often she'll come out with some awful accusation about one of us, and a 
threat to divulge more dreadful secrets  if she doesn't receive an enquiry, or at least an 
apology for her unfair dismissal. The response from the company that now own the place I 
used to work for is always the same. The tribunal's decision was entirely justified.

I'm not so sure about that, in fact I know for certain the reason wasn't the one 
everyone was told it was. But I stayed out of the drama, my job was to be stoic and 
inscrutable. We needed to maintain an image, and it was that image that started the whole 
problem. Tokiko Genma was fired from her job for putting on two dress sizes. It's the truth. 
I was there when it happened. She wasn't fat. Even as she was when she was fired, I 
couldn't deny she was pretty. But we needed to maintain an image for the people.

She'd put the weight on from stress, and long hours. 12-hour shifts and constant 
readiness meant we weren't getting decent quality of life, and that plus a fast food outlet by 
the station meant her weight crept up. A size 14 girl didn't fit the image, or the uniform, so 
Tokiko was fired. She appealed, of course. Promised to fix it. But by the time they heard 
her appeal she was unemployed, poor and no longer in any shape to sell her image or story, 
so they didn't listen.  Besides, we'd filled her role by then. Hikaru Mishima. Just as 
talented, just as pretty, and as slim as Tokiko had been. Plus she'd even offered to dye her 
hair if it would fit the image. Which it did.

Pushed from the public eye by the new girl, Tokiko changed. The accusations started 
flying; mismanagement, harassment, embezzlement, and then worse. The latest is that 



Kensuke was abused during his time working for the company and she'd been forced into 
some sordid little game that could no way have ever happened.

Tokiko's story is a sad one but I've no sympathy by now. Kensuke on the other hand 
– well, if anyone should be trying to destroy us all it's Kensuke. He's the one I'm on my way 
to visit, the one who is dying of some kind of untreatable, unknown condition. I sometimes 
feel I should visit him more often; after all, he didn't really get a childhood. But equally, he 
probably doesn't want to be reminded of us. He's mostly with his family now – the family 
who never saw their son for most of his most precious years and now have inherited a 
dying wreck of a young man. I bet Kensuke would be glad to be in Tokiko's position.

I carry on reading the paper, now sitting on the train as it pulls its way along the 
bay. There's a big spread ad just after Tokiko's bile with the gurning face of Hikaru on it. 
She's done well for herself. She married Akito, my boss, and they live quite healthily on the 
profits from the new company. Selling toys, games, media. They've done well for 
themselves. But I know Akito hates every moment. He can't be enjoying this. He was 
always ashamed of how it was going by the end. Saying we sold out isn't, for once, an 
exaggeration. If Tokiko's been poisoned by the past, Hikaru's been made stupid by it. She 
can't give it up, she wishes the good times still rolled; but when I see Kensuke in his 
hospice, I wonder if they really were good times. I remember the first ever National 
Celebration. Akito invited us all back to watch them begin knocking down the old site. He 
burnt his work clothes then. Perhaps it's understandable. We have sold out. I'm sometimes 
depressed when I think about it but I keep quiet for my wife and children. Perhaps keeping 
up the illusion that Hikaru peddles is stopping people from believing what Tokiko is 
claiming.

Kensuke told me Hikaru or Akito never visit. I can understand why. Akito is 
terrified. It's been a while now and they haven't had children; the doctors think he might 
be infertile. Perhaps he's worried that problem is just a ticking clock and in the future he'll 
end up like Kensuke. There's a child down the carriage playing with one of the toys 
Hikaru's hawking on the page I'm reading. I'm glad he doesn't recognise me. It would be a 
fine thing to say I'm off to see one of the people who made it possible, and he's dying.

I've arrived at Amajima, and as I step out I smell meat frying in a wok. My stomach 
turns. I've been a vegetarian for twenty-two years now. I found I couldn't eat meat for 
weeks after Denji died, and never reacquired the taste. Watching a man burnt alive will 



have that effect. For a while we hated Akito, held him responsible for Denji's death, but 
really the more I think about it it was Denji or all five of us. At least his family weren't told 
what it was really like. Just what they wanted to hear. He was replaced by Benkei. Once it 
was all over, Benkei got out. Went far away. Last I heard he was a monk now. He didn't 
even go to the first reunion.

The memory of Denji is why I can't watch anything with fire or volcanoes in. Even 
kids' shows. I'm afraid I'll burn one day. I still have nightmares about it.

I'm almost at the hospice, lost in thought, and I realise I've once again completed my 
litany of the past. Tokiko still incoherent. Hikaru not able to move on. Akito trapped with 
her. Denji dead. Benkei not able to look us in the eye.

And Kensuke dying before my eyes. The nurses told me he's been doing worse of 
late. The painkillers aren't helping so much. His treatment's funded by the company, as 
well it should be. After all, they got him in this state. He's asleep at the moment, his skin 
grey and thin to the point where you can see his ribs and cheekbones. When he wakes up it 
takes longer for him to recognise me than ever. It's not just the pain that's getting worse.

He's pleased I came. I tell him I'll always come. We talk, going over the same 
memories, the same pleasantries. I doubt he remembers I have even been there a week 
after today; let alone a year. But I stay with him until visiting hours are over, like usual. I 
can't help but think to see his frail body that there won't be many days like this in the 
future. He's only 30. Nobody should die like this in their 30s. There's a new cleaner in the 
ward, who asks how I know Kensuke. I say we worked together, she says nothing. That's 
easiest. If I told her the whole story, he wouldn't hear the end of it.

The sun's setting now, and I've still got one trip to make before I go home. One 
friend, and he was a true friend, that I haven't paid my respects to. I look up, and see the 
old site, my old home, still standing as a shell on the hill. It dominates the landscape like it 
used to; they couldn't demolish it in the end. The company are thinking of turning it into a 
museum. I hope they don't. No museum would represent what the site stood for properly. 
It wouldn't talk about Denji's final moments. Or Kensuke's lingering death. Or why Tokiko 
was turned away. The tower is still standing proud, its dome now just a shell and the red 
paint flaked away and replaced by rust.



From Amajima I take a short branch line to Koba. That's where the old folks' home 
is. They're expecting me.

Dr Makimaru is, as always, sitting in the middle of the room looking at the tower. 
He recognises me immediately and begins singing, like he always does. I join in, ignoring 
how stupid we look, me a weary man in my forties, he an indefatigable maniac of ninety-
five. Singing like children. Striking a pose. It's the one concession to the past I'll allow 
myself. It keeps the other people in the room happy. Umi, his daughter, is with him. She's 
looking old now; looking after the good doctor must be draining. When the company 
closed down, she went travelling for a while, came back only when the news came that her 
father had had a heart attack brought on by abusing his body for so long. So she did the 
right thing for her father - put him in a home, where he entertains the other inhabitants 
with his stories about how he saved the world singlehandedly.

Talking with Dr Makimaru is liberating after being with Kensuke. When I'm with 
him, I feel happier about talking about the past. He asks what Tokiko's up to, and we curse 
her name. He asks about my family. But even with his boundless energy, he's an old man. 
His eyes aren't so bright. His movements are that bit slower, visit on visit. He's getting 
more and more things confused. He thinks Benkei died in the fire, not Denji.

Umi takes me to one side. She tells me not to come again. She says it's not good for 
her father to relive the past over and over. How she's not sure if his misremembering is 
dementia or just trying to forget his mistakes. How he's having more and more delusional 
spells.

I go back and he tells me he's found a way to keep Kensuke safer when he's working. 
How this new metal will protect us all. I don't have the heart to tell him the truth about 
Kensuke. How we weren't protected. Work never got safer no matter what Dr Makimaru 
did.

The old people go to eat, leaving me with the train ride from Koba home. I know 
that within a year or so I won't be doing this any longer. When Kensuke dies, and Dr 
Makimaru is no longer able to hold a conversation, nobody will be left who really knows 
how it was. The people will have got what they wanted; heroes, celebrities and legends. 
Akito and Hikaru. The memory of Dr Makimura, the greatest mind of his generation.



And me, Jun, an ordinary salaryman who instead of visiting two friends every year 
will be visiting two graves. When they die I'll burn my uniform too. I've still got it, packed 
away neatly.

Akito Akira, Tokiko Genma, Jun Ichimonji, Denji Hayashibara and Kensuke Ando. 
Working together with the great Dr Makimaru for the good of Japan, and the good of the 
world.

They'll be remembered in the public eye as the perfect team, the heroes of their era. 
Hikaru's boundless enthusiasm will have won out. Nobody will remember how Denji died 
screaming in flames as molten rock engulfed him. Or even know how Kensuke was doomed 
to twenty years of wasting agony from endless radiation exposure.

The public will be left with their happy memories of the pilots of Hyperion V, 
fighting the Volcanic Empire.


